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Nothing to See Here

Good Riddance

The Honey-Don't List

The Bookshop on the
Shore

by Kevin Wilson
Agreeing to help her former college
roommate care for two stepchildren who
possess the ability to spontaneously
combust when agitated, Lillian endeavors to
keep her young charges cool in the face of
an astonishing revelation.

by Christina Lauren
"From the New York Times bestselling
author behind the "joyful, warm, touching"
(Jasmine Guillory, New York Times
bestselling author) The Unhoneymooners
comes a delightfully charming love story
about what happens when two assistants
tasked with keeping a rocky relationship
from explosion start to feel sparks of their
own"

Anxious People

by Fredrik Backman
Taken hostage by a failed bank robber while
attending an open house, eight anxietyprone strangers--including a redemptionseeking bank director, two couples who
would fix their marriages, and a plucky
octogenarian--discover their unexpected
common traits

The Overdue Life of
Amy Byler

by Kelly Harms
After her ex-husband offers to take care of
their children for the summer, single mom
Amy Byler takes a break from rural
Pennsylvania and heads to New York City
where she lets her hair down and starts
dating again.

Fortune and Glory

by Janet Evanovich
Stephanie Plum’s struggle to choose
between Joe Morelli and Ranger is upended
by a search for her grandmother’s
inheritance that is further complicated by
two fortune-hunting enemies from the
past.

by Elinor Lipman
Discarding her late mother's cherished and
heavily annotated high school yearbook,
Daphne is entangled in a series of
absurdities when the yearbook is discovered
by a busybody documentary filmmaker.

by Jenny Colgan
Taking a nanny job in the Scottish
Highlands to escape her high-stress city life,
a single mother cares for two wild charges
and their widowed father, finding purpose
and a sense of belonging along the way.

Confessions of a
Domestic Failure

by Bunmi Laditan
After leaving her career to become a stay-athome-mom, Ashley Keller tries to improve
her parenting skills by joining a boot camp
called “Motherhood Better” run by her idol,
the head of a Pinterest-perfect mommy
blog empire, to hilariously awkward results.

Trump Sky Alpha

by Mark Doten
One year after the president's words start a
nuclear war, obliterating 90 percent of the
world's population, a journalist researching
the last minutes of the Internet uncovers a
shadowy hactivist group who may have
been behind it all.

Rich People Problems

by Kevin Kwan
Rushing to the deathbed of his
grandmother, Nicholas Young encounters a
massive clan eager to claim a share of the
family fortune, destroy each other's
reputations and outmaneuver professional
rivals.
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